
!1The goal: together we become the kind of people who  
scoot over and make some room so that everyone has a place to belong.  



Scoot Over and Make Some Room  
 

A NOTE FROM HEATHER    
Friends! You are doing one of my very favorite things right now: gathering with other 
people to learn from and learn with. So fun! And it is the honor of my life that you would 
being doing this gathering and learning around this book. Thank you! 

As the author of this book I want you to know this book is more than just words on 
paper, it is my heart in words. This book is birthed from years of life being lived in a way 
I never imagined and lessons being learned that have shaped and molded me into a 
better human. And as I wrote each of these life shaping and molding lessons and 
moments onto the pages of this book, I did so with you in mind.  

It is my hope that my heart on pages gently yet boldly ushers you into a space of 
listening, learning and loving, as together we become the kind of people who scoot over 
and make some room so that everyone has a place to belong.  

Heather Avis  
Author and Shouter of Worth  
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Chapter 1  |  TAKE A BREAK ALREADY  

REFLECTION   
• Have you internalized a “right” or “wrong” way to be a mother, or if you are not a 

mother, a “right” or “wrong” way to be a (fill in the blank...so many blanks), based on 
influences from your life?  

• When you have time for yourself, does it connect you to the heart of God? How can 
you arrange this time so that it connects you to the Creator? 

DISCUSSION  
• Have you been told to “take care of yourself” in a busy season of life? How did it make 

you feel? Was it helpful? 

• What does it look like for you to posture your heart toward rest? 
 

ACTION 
• Create space for rest in your life. First, take out that planner 

or tap that calendar app and pencil yourself in some true rest.  

• Next, make a plan for how this time will not feel like another 
“to do” but will posture you toward true rest. 
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Remember, you cant 

make r!m for others 

until you make r!m 

for yourself.

YOU YOU YOU



Chapter 2  |  NEVER PASS UP AN OPPORTUNITY TO PEE  

REFLECTION   
• How do you tie your success as a parent/educator/student/friend to something out of 

your control (like potty training!)? 

• How has life unfolded in a way you didn’t expect it to be? Can you embrace this 
unexpectedness to foster gentleness toward yourself? 

DISCUSSION  
• Heather writes about a shift in perspective on various issues of parenting. She writes 

about realizing that if a child isn’t potty trained, it is not evidence of being a bad 
mother. Similarly, stay-at-home motherhood is not the only way to be the best mother 
for your kids in every family situation. What are some other parts of parenting or 
whatever situation you find yourself in which we can shift a narrative to make room 
for other perspectives and experiences of motherhood? 

• Parenting advice gets passed around liberally in this social media age. The potty 
training proverb, “wait until you child is ready” is mentioned in this chapter and we’re 
reminded that even the most popular advice doesn’t work for everyone. What is 
something you were told early in life that you soon realized would not serve you and/
or your own family? 

ACTION 
• We have all had surprises in our life journey. These surprises can require us to be a 

type of mother/person we didn’t expect to be. Take some time to think about the 
unexpected aspects of your motherhood/life journey. Perhaps grab a journal and list 
them.  
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You’re invited to think and meditate on ways you can sc!t over for 

yourself to be transformed into the person you never expected  

you’d become. 



Chapter 3  |  FIND YOUR PEOPLE 

REFLECTION   
• Your people are described as those to whom you don’t have to justify or explain the 

messy and the magic. Have you found your people? Who are they?  

 
My People: _____________  _____________ 
               _____________  _____________ 
               _____________  _____________ 

• What barriers exist for you finding your people? How can you begin to work through/
around those barriers? 

DISCUSSION  
• What does the mold of your social circle (or church, or workplace, or other group/

institution/system) look like?  

• How can you make room for those who don’t fit the mold? 
 

ACTION 
• Page 59 of this chapter gives some tangible ways we  
• can engage those who are different in an effort to  
• make room for them in our spaces.  

Write down one tangible thing you can do to sc!t over in this way: 
__________________________________ 
__________________________________ 

__________________________________ 
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